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ABSTRACT: In today's context, because wireless communication is on the rise, for people to share their data between
nodes, often requires QoS. To link the user to the QoS, to propose the Software Defined Networks (SDN), many
researchers to provide QoS guaranteed routing, proposed some methods. They are tried to improve reliability and
network efficiency, but they avoid the confinement in QoS. The main objective of this paper, for this problem, by using
algorithms such as MAR and QoS_DAR (Depth Adaptive Routing) protocol, improves the performance of the
approach, such as routing and QoS, for hybrid wireless routing problems against, aims at creating a QoS-based and
reliable framework. The system is aimed at for effective routing performance, and providing reactive solutions. In
hybrid mobile environments, its purpose is to provide an efficient dynamic routing system, data exchange, and to
overcome the challenges of data streaming.
I. INTRODUCTION
For sharing resources among the Networks, is one of the most popular among the people, this hybrid
approach, in distributed networks, based on a combination of Mobile ad hoc, sensor and vehicular ad hoc network for
resource sharing. Through this communication app, when changing data, people often need QoS [1]. Mobile ad hoc
Networks, due to low transmission, from its considerable advantages, expanded higher concentration. Due to dynamic
network topology and malicious wireless channel, at MANETs, standard data distribution mainly in this challenging
environment, having too much mobility is an issue.
For many applications in the real world, for multiple target nodes, data resources are required. This is defined
as multicasting. Where multicast routing access is a great approach to reduce and manage the cost of the network,
including Bandwidth (BW) and network traffic. Often these services are used in dynamic routines. This is a hybrid
approach to the top of the temporary network. These networks change due to the random sleep and wake cycles and
movement of the nodes in the network. They are often used to reduce the energy dissipation of devices [2].
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Fig.1: Structure of HWC
In the figure above shows the integration of wireless and wire. If necessary, to avoid the burden of releasing
packets between the lost and the source uses base stations. In those dynamic network environments, providing robust
multicast routing is a significant challenge for retaining these applications [3, 4]. In a few wireless multicast
applications, Intermediate and source nodes for transferring data, the locations of the multicast routines are fixed and
then, they send the packet to the same intermediate node.
In this research, for target devices, to support any type of multicast service, destination nodes must recognize
locations and source nodes multicast targets. This is to the routing protocol; a service that sits outside can be confirmed
by a discovery protocol. The source edits with the current location of the sink nodes [5]. Further, routing protocol can
gain knowledge about sink locations. To design a distributed QoS and routing protocol, this knowledge can be used. In
this study, the system improves the work of the QoS-based scheduling algorithm, known as QoS [6. 7].
In the proposed system HWN,is an effective QoS-based link selection, QOS_DAR protocol is a distributed
and QoS protocol. Packet routing, middle access to individual nodes relies, packet protection, and common ways for
separating packets only on location information on multicast target nodes. In the proposed system packet header, adds a
list of the locations of the included multicast members. This is in the interval of the sensor nodes, avoiding protecting
and creating a multicast tree, because to lead the packet, all the essential information is included in the packet.
II. RELATED WORK
Some authors in literature, with high reliability, to provide the service, in mobile WiMAX and HWN,
proposed a designated resource system. The IntServ is a unique model. This is for personal flow, uses resource
allocation. And to maintain the QoS of additive traffic and control flows, uses a scheduling. In differentiation, DiffServ
is an unstable form. For traffic management, uses coarse grain-based tool. To further reduce BW consumption and
packet droplets, for DiffServ sequence planning algorithms have been proposed [9]. Stoica et al. [10], In Infrastructure
Networks, currently, there are two models available for providing guaranteed services.
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In infrastructure networks, to provide tangible services, in current approaches two models are significant. 1)
IntServ (integrated services) and 2) DiffServ (differentiated service). For HWN, to provide QoS guaranteed routing,
very few methods have been proposed. Most routing protocols, to provide the closure service indirectly, they only work
to improve reliability and network efficiency. But barriers to QoS routing can be avoided, and ethics are required to
provide guaranteed service.
Jiang et al. [11], to provide the service with high reliability, in HWN designed by Mobile WiMAX, the
resource allocation system is proposed. Plateza et al. [13], and Ibrahim et al. [12], for data transfer, achieving high BW
efficiency, the maximum instantaneous value of a metric is selected the best relay. Using the broadcasting nature of
wireless channels and to retrieve the original signal, in cooperation with the sent signals of both the relay and the brain,
allows to combine, physics and layer relaying techniques Yu and Ng [14]. Cai et al. [15], to collectively improve
system power allocation and relay selection, half distributed and relay mechanism is proposed.
Wei et al. [16], For packet transfer, to approximate the time variations of the average received signal noise
ratio, use first-order defined, state Markov channels, to achieve high level performance, use coding scheme and
adaptive modulation, is proposed. In Multi-Hop Cellular Networks, in the uplink transmission, connectivity for optimal
transmission provided the layout of the analysis. Wei et al. [17], proposed a two-hop packet sharing mechanism. This
includes adapting the source node and direct transfer to the base stations, also selects forward transfer.
The problem with the existing mode is that in the most powerful mobile hybrid routines, a reliable data
distribution of data transmission is basically defined [20]. Continuing to change the network topology, conventional
wireless routing protocols in a data transaction environment, cannot provide satisfactory action. Due to node
movement, frequently during a breakup, important data packets get lost. Or before establishing a link, there will be a
long delay in knowledge. The Dynamic Topology Networks have the following issues:
1. Frequent link breakdown
2. Data loss and latency
3. Rise mobility.
HWN Topologies usually exhibit high link density. Switches are usually in most HWN's designs, for
quantitative and economic considerations are used. For mobile nodes QoS algorithms, created a challenging problem.
Many protocols are region-based, by using delay and performance, dealt with the above problem [21, 22], but those
systems, in the context of HWN, failure to cope with excessive movement.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
With the development of a wireless network for solving QoS issues, here the method of QOS_DAR protocol
is proposed. A HWN, integrated with MANET. More infrastructure wireless networks, for next generation networks,
are proven to be the best network architecture. In hybrid routines, however, to support QoS routing, little effort is
expended. In MANET, QoS routing techniques in hybrid routines, acceptance directly gets their shortcomings. For this
problem, for hybrid networks, to provide QoS services in a very dynamic environment, QOD (QoS-based Distributed
Routing Protocol) is proposed. Using the unique features of Hybrid Networks, turns out the QOD packet problem is a
packet scheduling problem. In QOD, if a source node sends packets directly to an AP, by direct transfer, can be
guaranteed to QoS. Otherwise, the source packets are programmed, for many qualified neighbor nodes. Specifically,
joins, with QoS instructions. Neighborhood optimization for guaranteed QoS, for packet sharing, selects qualified
neighbors.
To reduce the time of packet transmissions again, for planning packet transmissions, resizing and packet
scheduling algorithms are used. It is used to resize packets. And in a more mobile environment, to guarantee the routing
QoS, for nodes with fast movement, assigns smaller packets. To increase transmission efficiency, the traffic elimination
mechanism is used, when certain packets of potential scheduling don't work, in packet sharing planning, to achieve
justice, use time-based sharing methods. Its test results show that QOD can achieve scalability, dispute resolution and
greater mobility flexibility.
The service of proposed distributed and advanced routing protocol, after connection failures, excessive linkage
reduces use, and will reduce the disorder. Each link, using the (QoS-based distributed and Optimized Routing) Q-OR
protocol, in the routing table, analyzed and updated. The figure below shows the proposed structure.
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Fig.2: HWC Proposed Architecture
This proposed protocol is accepts resource allocation-based, QoS routing scheme. In this project, to improve
the QoS support capability of Hybrid Networks, Q-OR Protocol is used. The proposed algorithm is able to provide high
QoS performance in terms of delay in transmission, transparency, and delay in transmission, movement lag, and
sequence delay, scaling and traffic reduction.
Nearest Neighbor Finding (NNF) Algorithm
Algorithm: Measuring distance
Input

: Positions of objects (O1, O2)

Output

: Distance/length (in points)

Step1 : Find a first object.
Step2 : Find a second object.
Step3 : Recognize position of first object a
and b O1 (a1, b1)
Step4 : Recognize position of second object a
and b O1 (a2, b2)
Step5 : Distinction between (a1-a2) and (b1b2)
Step6 : Restore value
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Pseudo code of QOS_DAR protocol
A. if

collect

a

packet

forwarding

requisition from a source junction
B. if this threshold > Space Utility then
C. Response to the source node.
D. end if
E. end if
F.

if receive forwarding request respond
for nearest nodes then

G. Calculate the packet size PS (i) to each
nearest I.
H. Evaluate the queuing delay QD for the
packet for each nearest oriented.
I.

Discover the qualified nearest that can
convince the deadline necessities based
on QD

J.

Arrange the qualified nodes in come
down order of QD
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Hybrid Networks, to QoS for the proposed and existing system to provide better results, the test results
show the difference between. Create the no. of nodes N, and QoS-based routing is done using the QOS_DAR protocol.
A comparative analysis of the proposed system based on QoS can be found. It can be seen from the diagrams
that the proposed system has been reached advanced QoS.
PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio):
Number of packets sent from source, that is achieving the goal. Is classified as the number of packets received
and the number of packets expected to be received. The ratio is the magnitude of the group size and the total number of
packets received rather than the number of packets appearing. The packet delivery rate is as follows:
PDR = {
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Table 1: PDRQOD Protocol

QOS_DARP with MAR
QOS_DAR Protocol with
MAR

QOD Protocol
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Fig.3: Performance differentiation of proposed
QOS_DAR protocol utilizing MAR with the past QOD mechanism
Delivery Time
It is planning the proposed system message on the optimal path. And reach the message destination on the best
nodes path available. When compared to the existing system increases the delivery time of the proposed system.
Delivery time is calculated as follows:
Delivery Time (DT) = Receiving Time (RT) – Sending Time (ST)
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Fig.4: Comparison of Delivery Time
BW Utilization
BW refers to energy consumption and the BW of connectivity. Using the proposed system VDVH, on each
path, by using the BW properly, is spreading the message across available virtual nodes and paths.

Bandwidth Comparison

QOD

36%

64%

QOS_DAR protocol with
MAR

Fig.5: BW differentiation of advanced QOS_DAR protocol using MAR with present QOD system
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a secure and efficient distribution and the QoS protocol. For HWN fixes some specific
issues. This means link reliability, communication, cost, mobility and delay. In the packet title, nodes connect details of
shared nodes. It also creates a virtual node that is an efficient data exchange. This system implements a suitable plan.
During the exchange, for movement analysis, has been named MAR. In the group, to find an already nearest neighbor,
it helps greatly. Therefore, it reduces the price of demand broadcasts, and reduces the computational cost and the
source-related correlation. By using node monitoring and effective transport techniques will be avoid congestion of
selected attacks. With effective technique, priority based transportation allocation will also be considered in the future.
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